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Welcome to ArcSight ESM v4.5

ArcSight™ Enterprise Security Management (ESM) is a Security Information and Event 
Management (SIEM) solution that combines traditional security event monitoring with 
network intelligence, context correlation, anomaly detection, historical analysis tools, and 
automated remediation options. ESM is a multi-level solution that provides powerful tools 
for business users, system administrators, and network security specialists.

The ESM Reviewer’s Guide provides a detailed look into the new features for ArcSight ESM 
v4.5 so you can easily understand where to find them and how the features work. This 
guide also highlights other popular ArcSight ESM features.

What’s New in ArcSight ESM v4.5
The ArcSight ESM v4.5 release contains the following new and improved capabilities. 

“What’s New in ArcSight ESM v4.5” on page 1

“Focus of the ArcSight ESM v4.5 Review” on page 3

“Query Viewers” on page 3

“Correlation Enhancements” on page 11

“Identity Correlation with Session Lists and Active Lists” on page 17

“Flexible Reporting Model” on page 25

“Network Model Wizard” on page 30

“Packages” on page 35

“ESM Use Cases” on page 39

Query Viewers

Query viewers are a new resource for defining and running SQL 
queries on various ESM data sources (such as trends, assets, cases, 
lists, and events). Each query viewer contains a SQL query and 
other logic for establishing and comparing baseline results, 
analyzing against historical data to find patterns in network activity, 
and performing drill-down investigation on a particular aspect of the 
results.

Before ESM v4.5, the only way to run SQL queries against ESM 
events and resources was to run reports, which use SQL queries and 
trend queries. Starting with ESM v4.5, you can use query viewers to 
run the same queries used for reports, and get results more quickly.

See “Query Viewers” on page 3.
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What’s New in ArcSight ESM v4.5
Correlation Enhancements
The ESM correlation engine has added and improved several features. This guide highlights 
the correlation features listed below. For a complete list of correlation enhancements, see 
the online Help topic What’s New. 

Network Model Wizard

The Network Model wizard provides the ability to quickly populate 
the ESM network model by batch loading asset and zone information 
from Comma Separated Files (CSV) files. The following data can be 
imported into ArcSight ESM Manager from CSV files:

• Zones that define functional parts of a network, such as a 
wireless LAN, a engineering network, a VPN or a DMZ.

• Assets that represent individual nodes on the network, such as 
servers and routers

• Asset ranges that represent a set of network nodes addressable 
as a contiguous block of IP addresses, such as laptops

For more information, see “Network Model Wizard” on page 30.

Use Cases

Use Cases are a new way to view a collection of related ArcSight 
ESM resources that address specific security issues and business 
requirements. 

When Use Cases are installed, a Use Case tab is displayed in the 
Navigator panel. A Use Case wizard is available to automate 
configuration of the resources contained in the Use Case. See “ESM 
Use Cases” on page 39.

CCE Field Comparison

The Common Conditions Editor (CCE) now provides the ability to 
define inner/within-event field comparisons as part of conditions. 
See “CCE Field Comparisons with Variable or Static Values” on 
page 11 for more. 

Filter Debugging

ESM v4.5 introduces a filter debugger, which validates whether a 
certain type of event matches a selected filter and, if there are 
mismatches, identifies which filter conditions are not matched by the 
event details. The filter debugger is activated as a right-click option 
on an event in an active channel. See “Debugging Filters to Match 
Events” on page 12 for more.

Hierarchy Map Data Monitor 

This Hierarchy Map Data Monitor draws an image made up of 
proportionally sized panels where each panel represents a group of 
events selected by group fields selected in the source node identifier. 
A source-node criteria could be a combination of fields.

As of ESM v4.5, this data monitor includes several enhancements 
including a more refined view of grouped fields, more drill-downs, 
and enhanced visualization tools for controlling the map displays. 
See “Hierarchy Map Data Monitor” on page 13 for more.
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Focus of the ArcSight ESM v4.5 Review
Focus of the ArcSight ESM v4.5 Review
The focus of the ESM Reviewer’s Guide is to demonstrate features that are new for v4.5, 
and highlight some popular features available in this and previous releases. As such, 
features and enhancements described in this document do not represent the complete 
offering of ArcSight ESM v4.5. For complete details of all ArcSight ESM v4.5 features, see 
the ArcSight ESM v4.5 User’s Guide and online Help. 

As a Reviewer’s Guide, this document describes elements of the new ArcSight ESM v4.5 
features in more detail, shows where to access associated Console and system tools, 
suggests example scenarios and tasks for experimenting with new product capabilities, and 
points to documentation and online Help topics that explain the new features.

The descriptions and instructions in this guide focus on the features available through the 
ArcSight Console, although some features may also include a description of how that 
feature is presented in the ArcSight Web user interface. Details of the features available 
through the ArcSight Web user interface can be found in the ArcSight Web online Help. 

About the Online Help "Getting Started" Page
The ArcSight ESM Console Online Help includes a "Getting Started" page that provides a list 
of new or updated Help topics since the last release. The "Getting Started" Help page 
provides a brief introduction to all new and improved ArcSight ESM features, including 
those not covered in this ESM Reviewer’s Guide, and links to where to find more details. 

To view the "What's new" Help Page, choose Help | Help Contents from the Console 
menu and click Getting Started in the Help navigation panel (near the top of the list).

Query Viewers

Query viewers are a new tool in v4.5 for operators and analysts to get quick, 
high-level summaries of network activity, and to drill down and investigate 
anomalies or other interesting events without having to create 
resource-intensive channels.

Query viewers combine the SQL-query and long-range data gathering capabilities of trends 
with the viewing and drill-down capabilities of channels into flexible, performance-friendly 
interactive charts and tables. Query viewers also provide customizability and baselining 
capabilities to give you a long-range overview with access to drill-down details, which 
enables you to focus on real-time event tracking, while freeing up processing power for 
active channels. 

Operators

Query viewers are useful for operators responsible for monitoring events in 
the security operations center. 

Analysts

Query viewers are useful for analysts responsible for investigating anomalies 
and discovering potential situations using ESM correlation. 

Authors

Query viewers are useful for authors responsible for developing ESM content 
to support operators and analysts in monitoring and investigating events. 
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Query Viewers
Data gathered by a query viewer can then be added to dashboards, published as reports, 
and made accessible for viewing in the ArcSight Web client.

Query viewers use the same queries as reports, which use events and other resources, 
such as trends, active lists, session lists, assets, cases, and notifications, as data sources. 

Figure 1-1 Query viewers combine the long-range data gathering capability of trends with 
the drill-down capabilities of channels in a single resource. This long-range overview with 
access to drill-down details enables you to track how a situation is developing in real time. 
Querying the focused data set of a trend table frees up processing resources that would be 
used working in channels to focus on detailed event tracking.

Usage Scenario for Query Viewers
This example creates a dashboard with an embedded query viewer. The query viewer 
shows the top 10 users with failed ESM logins in a bar chart. The bar chart enables you to 
drill down to data gathered in a second query viewer that shows failed logins for a 
particular user with the time, attacker, and target information in a table. 

This example is made up of the following resources: 

Base query: Top 10 Users with Failed Logins

Main query viewer: Top 10 Users with Failed Logins

Drilldown query: Failed User Logins Drilldown

Drilldown query viewer: Failed User Logins Drilldown

Dashboard: Query Viewer Drilldown
4 ESM Reviewer’s Guide ArcSight Confidential



Query Viewers
How to Build the Example Resources
When you build your own content, you would most likely build the main query and query 
viewer first, then build the drilldown set. This means you would likely edit the main query 
viewer twice: once to build the initial query viewer, and again to add the drilldown 
information. 

For our example, however, we start by building the drilldown query and query viewer first 
so you only have to edit the main query viewer once. 

Once the query viewers are built and returning results, you can experiment using the 
analysis features and drill-down capabilities. 

1. Build the Query for the Drilldown
First, build the query for the drilldown. Use the following tasks as a guideline.

“1. Build the Query for the Drilldown” on page 5

“2. Build the Drilldown Query Viewer” on page 6

“3. Build the Base Query” on page 6

“4. Build the Main Query Viewer” on page 7

“5. Explore the Query Viewer Results” on page 8

Task Try this...

Create a new query From the Navigation panel, go to Reports and click the 
Queries tab. Right-click your user group and create a new 
query with the following attributes.

General tab • Give the query a name that describes what it does, such 
as Failed User Logins Drilldown. 

• Query on Event with a start time of $Now - 1h. Set the 
row limit to 10,000. Keep the defaults for the other 
fields. 

Fields tab • Select the following fields:

Target User Name

End Time

Attacker Zone Name

Attacker Address

Target Zone Name

Target Address

• Order by End Time. Leave Group By blank.
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Query Viewers
2. Build the Drilldown Query Viewer
Build the drilldown query viewer next.

3. Build the Base Query 
Use the following tasks as a guideline for building the base query. 

Conditions tab Set the following field conditions: 

Task Try this...

Create a new query 
viewer

From the Navigation panel, select Query Viewers. 
Right-click your user group and create a query viewer with 
the following attributes: 

Attributes tab • Give the query viewer a name that describes what it 
does, such as Failed User Logins. 

• Select the Failed User Logins Drilldown query.

• Keep the default data refresh rate of 15 minutes. 

• Keep the Default View Table.

Fields tab The Fields tab inherits its values from the base query. The 
Fields tab provides an opportunity to override the settings 
of the base query. 

Keep the default query settings in the Fields tab. 

Task Try this...

Create a new query From the Navigator panel, go to Reports and click the 
Queries tab. Right-click your user group and create a new 
query with the following attributes: 

General tab • Give the query a name that describes what it does, such 
as Top 10 Users with Failed Logins. 

• Query on Event with a start time of $Now - 1h. 

• Set the row limit to 10, so the query returns the top 10 
users in the query viewer. 

• Keep the defaults for the other fields. 

Task Try this...
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Query Viewers
4. Build the Main Query Viewer
Use the following tasks as a guideline for building the main query viewer.

Fields tab • Select the field Aggregated Event Count and apply 
the Sum function, and select the field Target User 
Name. 

• Order by Aggregated Event Count, and Group By 
Target User Name. 

Conditions tab Set the following field conditions: 

Task Try this...

Create a new query 
viewer

From the Navigator panel, select Query Viewers. 
Right-click your user group and create a query viewer with 
the following attributes: 

Attributes tab • Give the query viewer a name that describes what it 
does, such as Top 10 Users with Failed Logins. 

• Select the Top 10 Users with Failed Logins query.

• Keep the default data refresh rate of 15 minutes. 

• Set the Default View to Bar Chart.

• Select SUM(Aggregated Event Count) for the Values 
Column.

• Select Target User Name for the Point Labels Column. 

Fields tab The Fields tab inherits its values from the base query. The 
Fields tab provides an opportunity to override the settings 
of the base query. 

Keep the default query settings in the Fields tab. 

Task Try this...
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Query Viewers
5. Explore the Query Viewer Results
With the base and drilldown query viewers built, explore the results. 

Drilldowns tab Add a drilldown to the drilldown query viewer you created 
earlier. 

• Select the query viewer Failed User Logins Drilldown

• In the Add Drilldown Definition dialog box, add a menu 
prompt that describes what information the drilldown 
provides. For example, “Show failed logins for this user.” 

• In the Column Mappings section, map which field in the 
first query viewer will be mapped to the second query 
viewer. To display the details of a single user, select the 
field Target User Name from the Top 10 Users with 
Failed Logins query as equal to the field Target User 
Name from the Failed User Logins Drilldown query:

• In the Data Fields section, uncheck the Target User 
Name field, since all the entries in the query viewer will 
be for the same user, and repeating the same user 
name would be redundant. 

Task Try this...

Open the main query 
viewer

From the Navigator panel, select Query Viewers. 
Double-click the Top 10 Users with Failed Logins query 
viewer to open the results pane in the Viewer panel. 

Explore the Drilldown Select a bar you want to investigate, such as the user with 
the most failed logins. Right-click the bar and select 
Investigate > Show failed logins for this user (the 
value you entered as the prompt for the drilldown in the 
main query viewer). Explore the drilldown results in the 
Viewer panel. 

Task Try this...
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Query Viewers
Figure 1-2 Drill down to see bar chart details.  Right-click the bar whose details you want to 
investigate to see the details of this bar, as shown in the next example.

Extra credit: Add query 
viewer to a dashboard

You can have query viewers available on a dashboard, 
which can give you a broad, long-range view of different 
types of network activity. 

• From the Navigator panel, right-click the Top 10 Users 
with Failed Logins query viewer and select Add to 
Dashboard as Bar Chart. Enter the Values and Point 
Labels set when you created the query viewer in “4. 
Build the Main Query Viewer” on page 7.

• Experiment with adding the query viewer using the 
different display methods, such as Table or Pie Chart. 

• From the Viewer panel, right-click the dashboard 
header tab and select Save Dashboard. 

Task Try this...
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Query Viewers
Figure 1-3 Details of a drill-down on a single bar.  See the items that make up the count in 
the bar. 

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
Query viewers are documented in the ArcSight Console Online Help. There you will find a 
complete description of all the features of query viewers, and more examples you can try. 

Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to these topics for more 
information: 

Query Viewers

Running Queries and Viewing Results

Adding Query Viewers to Dashboards

Making Query Viewer Results Available to ArcSight Web

Adding Query Viewers as Startup Views

Generating Reports from Query Viewers

Defining and Using Baselines
10 ESM Reviewer’s Guide ArcSight Confidential



Correlation Enhancements
Correlation Enhancements
ESM v4.5 provides several enhancements to existing features in the correlation 
engine. 

CCE Field Comparisons with Variable or Static Values

Starting with ESM v4.5, for any field comparison, a drop-down menu of variables 
is provided for the right side of the statement. Or you can type a value here.

Previous to ESM v4.5, the Common Conditions Editor (CCE) accepted only constant 
(i.e.,static) values on the right side of the condition, and you always had to type the 
right-side value.

“CCE Field Comparisons with Variable or Static Values” on page 11

“Debugging Filters to Match Events” on page 12

“Hierarchy Map Data Monitor” on page 13

Author Users

The CCE field comparisons feature is useful for authors who write conditions 
in filters, rules, and active channels to find events with specific values. 
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Correlation Enhancements
In ESM v4.5, the CCE is enhanced in that field comparisons now provide the ability to 
compare one field to another field. For example: Attacker Host name = Attacker 
User Name.

This functionality is available on the Console wherever the CCE is available (in Rules, 
Reports, Filters, and so on).

Left-side event attributes can be compared to right-side conditions (represented as 
variables or static values) using operators like equals (=), is not equal to (!=), is less than 
or equal to (<=), is greater than or equal to (>=), is less than (<), is greater than (>), and 
so forth.

Debugging Filters to Match Events

Starting with ESM v4.5, you can use a filter debugger to test whether a selected 
filter matches a certain type of event and, if there are mismatches, to determine 
which filter conditions do not match the event details.

The new debug filter utility is available as a right-click option on an event in an active 
channel. The filter debugger compares the conditions in a selected event with the 
metadata that describes the event type to determine whether the filter would capture such 
events. ESM displays the filter definition in a conditions editor to show the results of this 
comparison.

If the selected event matches the filter, the filter definition shows no errors or 
mismatches.

If an event does not match a condition, the mismatch is indicated in the filter 
definition with a red-highlighted X.

Usage Scenario for Debugging Filters to Match Events
To try out filter debugging, select an event and compare it to a filter whose conditions you 
think the event should match, and a filter whose conditions you think it will not match. 

The example provided here shows an event generated by the ESM correlation engine called 
Hostile - Attempt, which was triggered by an event reported from a network device 
that showed a modification attempt that was successful, which carries a severity level of 8. 

Author Users

The filter debugging feature is useful for authors who write and verify 
conditions in filters, rules, and active channels to find events with specific 
values. 

The display of red highlighted X’s in a filter as a result of filter debugging 
on an event do not necessarily indicate that the filter is invalid. Red 
highlights are shown here only to highlight where the selected filter does 
not match the selected event.
12 ESM Reviewer’s Guide ArcSight Confidential



Correlation Enhancements
The correlation event is indicated in an active channel grid with a red lightning bolt. 

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
The filter editor provides a common conditions editor (CCE) to define, edit, and debug 
filters. For more information on using the CCE, see the online Help topic Common 
Conditions Editor.

For more information about using the Event Inspector to investigate events, see Inspecting 
and Editing and Event Inspector.

See also Creating Filters and Applying Filters.

Hierarchy Map Data Monitor

Task Try this...

Select an event in an 
active channel that you 
expect would match the 
conditions in a given 
filter.

• From an active channel, right-click the Hostile Attempt 
event and choose Debug Filter from the context menu. 

• In the Filter Selector dialog, navigate to and select the 
Hostile Attempt filter. 

The Hostile Attempt filter matches the selected event 
because both conditions on the filter match field values 
present in the event:

Category Behavior = /Modify/Configuration

and

Category Object = /Host/Application

Compare the same 
event against a filter 
whose conditions you 
think will not match.

• Select an event from the active channel whose 
conditions you think will produce mismatches in the 
filter. 

• Select the Hostile Reconnaissance filter from the Filter 
Selector dialog and see if the filter conditions editor 
display one or more red Xs. 

• Change the conditions in the filter to match 

Operators

Hierarchy map data monitors are useful for operators responsible for 
monitoring events in the security operations center. 

Analysts

Hierarchy map data monitors are useful for analysts responsible for 
investigating anomalies and discovering potential situations using ESM 
correlation. 

Authors

Hierarchy map data monitors are also useful for authors responsible for 
developing ESM content to support operators and analysts in monitoring and 
investigating events. 
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Correlation Enhancements
The hierarchy map data monitor renders query results as an image made up 
of proportionally sized panels, where each panel represents a group of events 
sorted by group fields selected in the source node identifier. A source-node 

criteria can be a combination of fields.

Enhancements for ESM v4.5
As of ESM v4.5, the Hierarchy Map data monitor includes the following enhancements.

The data monitor now shows the complete hierarchy, with the hierarchy path built not 
just by using the delimiter within a field value, but also across different field values. 
(Previous versions of the data monitor did not show the complete hierarchy.)

Group By fields now provide options to specify a list of delimiters for use by each 
selected Group By field, which each add additional levels to the hierarchy. By default, 
no delimiters are used if no delimiters are specified, and the whole field is taken as a 
single level for the hierarchy. (Previous versions built the hierarchy path within a field 
value based on only one type of separator, a forward slash, which did not support 
fields that use other separators like a backward slash, “\”, or a dot, “.”)

Group By fields also provide an option to set the maximum depth level of hierarchy 
within a field.The default depth level is equal to the number of delimiters in the field. 
Entering 0 for this option signifies no depth level for the selected field, effectively 
defining the field as a single-level hierarchy.

A list of Group Attributes can be specified to be shown when a user drills down into a 
group. For each attribute, the user can select a field and a function (max, min, count, 
average, count unique) on that field value.

Enhanced visualization tools for label, size by, and color by provide fine-grained control 
of the hierarchy map display according to Group By and Group Attributes fields and 
values.

Usage Scenario for Hierarchy Map Data Monitor
This section outlines only one usage scenario for the hierarchy map data monitor. The 
online Help contains several to cover different situations. 

This example creates a hierarchy map data monitor that shows events that indicate hostile 
behavior. Events are grouped by category behavior, sized by priority, and colored by 
category significance to give you a quick visual que about events of high importance. 
14 ESM Reviewer’s Guide ArcSight Confidential



Correlation Enhancements
How to Build the Example Resources
First, create a new data monitor and select Hierarchy Map as the Data Monitor Type in 

the Data Monitor editor. 

Task Try this...

Define a hierarchy map 
data monitor

Create a data monitor with the following attributes: 

• Data monitor type: Hierarchy map

• A unique name. Try a name that indicates what kind of 
data monitor it is, such as Hostile Events Map.

• Enabled. Check the Enable Data Monitor check box. 

Keep the following default settings:

• Restrict by All Events filter (//All Filters/ArcSight 
System/Core/All Events).

• Availability interval: 30

• Add the following source node identifiers: 

• Select the following Group Attributes:

Add the data monitor to 
a dashboard

Add the data monitor to a new dashboard.

• In the Navigator panel, right-click the Data Monitor you 
created and select Add to Dashboard As > Area Map. 
The Viewer panel will display your data monitor in a 
dashboard of the same name. 

Edit the visualization 
controls

In the dashboard view, find the visualization controls to 
specify how to label, size, and color the blocks. Float the 
panel and scroll down in the dashboard to find the controls. 
Try the following settings: 

• Label by Category Behavior

• Size by Priority

• Color by Category Significance

Experiment with changing the how the system renders the 
results by choosing different Label By, Size By, and Color By 
options. For example, instead of coloring the blocks by 
Category Significance, try coloring it by Target 
Address. Instead of labeling by Category Behavior, try 
labeling by Target Address. 

Experiment with assigning discrete color values to the 
different blocks using the Color Chooser. 
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Correlation Enhancements
The following example shows your data monitor displayed in the viewer panel. Each of the 
colored blocks represents a field group. The text in each block is the value that you select 
in the Label By field under the blocks.

Figure 1-4 Example of a Dashboard with a Hierarchy Map Data Monitor. This data monitor 
shows events grouped by category behavior, significance and target address. The labels show 
category behavior, and the blocks are sized by priority and colored by significance. Mouse-over 
tool tips show event count and priority for each group. To display the data monitor, add it to a 
Dashboard. The Viewer panel shows the dashboard results in color blocks, and displays the 
Label/Size/Color By controls and System Information underneath.

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
Hierarchy map data monitors are documented in the ArcSight Console Online Help.

Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to these topics for more 
information: 

Using Data Monitors

Hierarchy Map Data Monitor

Defining a Hierarchy Map Data Monitor

Visualization Controls and Hierarchy Map Display

Selecting Colors for the Blocks
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Identity Correlation with Session Lists and Active Lists
Identity Correlation with Session Lists and Active Lists

Identity correlation provides the ability to model users and associate them with 
events. Identity correlation can be accomplished using session lists for some 
scenarios (session correlation) and active lists for others (user or device 
correlation). 

You can capture and record session-related data in a user-defined session list where it can 
be used for a number of purposes in identifying and tracking users in relation to MAC 
addresses, IP addresses, machines, network logins, and so forth.

Also, you can use a pre-populated active list to find a value and then use the value (as a 
variable) in a rule. You can use this strategy to identify entities or objects in a variety of 
scenarios such as correlating various user IDs (logins, e-mail addresses, badge IDs) to 
unique IDs; mapping unique user IDs to user roles; and even finding the status of a 
machine by its host name.

Session data enables you to investigate and show:

Dynamic IP mapping: IP address to MAC address and/or user account

Login activities: Ties a source host (hostname, IP, external ID) to an account name, 
and an optional application from time x to time y

Machine Ownership: Ties a user to a host (hostname, IP, external ID, MAC address) 
from time x to time y

Location: Ties a person to a physical location from time x to time y

Analysts

Identity correlation tools are useful for analysts responsible for investigating 
anomalies and discovering potential situations using ESM correlation. 

Authors

Identity correlation tools are useful for authors responsible for developing 
ESM content to support operators and analysts in monitoring and 
investigating events. 
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Usage Scenario 1: Identity Correlation Using Session Lists
This example shows how to create a session list (essentially, a container) that 
captures and stores information about Windows logins and logoffs.

The high-level workflow for creating and using lists for identity correlation is:

1 Create a session list

2 Create a rule to populate it

3 Use the session list output 

Results written to session lists can be used anywhere variables are used, such as to trigger 
other rules, or populate active channels, dashboards, and reports.

Next, we'll show how to create two rules to populate the session list:

A rule that is triggered at start of a successful Windows login and populates the 
session list with the successful login event data 

A rule that is triggered when a user logs off and populates the session list with the 
session termination event data

You can verify the rules using the Verify Rules with Events tool to make sure that the rules 
are triggered and that your session list is populated appropriately with session logins and 
start/end times.

Finally, you can create a new report using the session list you just created as the data 
source, and run the report. 

You will need a set of Windows session events (user logins/logoffs) to properly verify the 
resources you create for this example. ArcSight ESM ships with a set of session events you 
can use for testing purposes.

How to Build the Session List Scenario Example Resources 
Use the following tasks as a guide to build the session list scenario. 

“1. Create a Session List” on page 19

“2. Create a rule to populate the session list with logins” on page 19

“3. Create a rule to indicate ends of sessions” on page 20

“4. Verify the rules” on page 20

“5. Use the session list in a report” on page 20
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1. Create a Session List
Create a Session List to store Windows sessions. This example assumes that the Windows 
server we are monitoring does not support multiple-user logins. 

In the Session List editor, enter these values:

2. Create a rule to populate the session list with logins
Create a rule to populate the session list with Windows session login information. 

In the Rules editor, enter the following values:.

Session List Editor Try This...

Create new session list From the Navigator panel, go to Lists and click the Session 
Lists tab. Right-click your user group and create a session 
list with the following attributes. 

Attributes tab • Name: Windows Login Sessions

• Overlapping Entries: Disabled

Add these fields: • Name: Username, Type: String - check as Key-field

• Name: NT Domain, Type: String

• Name: Device, Type: String

For the example, create rules in a user folder under Rules for testing 
purposes. Once you have created and verified rules and are ready to deploy 
them on real-time events, move or copy the rules to your user folder under 
Real-time Rules. Only rules deployed in Real-time Rules will filter on live 
events and show up in a live channel when they are triggered.

Rules Editor Tab Try This...

Create new rule From the Navigator panel, go to Rules. Right-click your 
user group and create a rule with the following 
attributes. 

Attributes tab  Name: Successful Windows Login

Conditions tab • Target User Name Is NOT NULL

• Target NT Domain Is NOT NULL

• Device Host Name Is NOT NULL

Aggregation (on identical 
fields)

• Target User Name

• Target NT Domain

• Device Host Name

Actions (On Every Event): Add to Session List

Session Field Mappings are:

• Start Time: End Time

• Username: Target User Name

• NT Domain: Target NT Domain

• Device: Device Host Name
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3. Create a rule to indicate ends of sessions
Create a rule to populate the session list with Windows session termination information.

Define this "terminate session list" rule with the same settings as the "add to session list" 
rule you just created, with the following differences specific to terminating the session:

4. Verify the rules
Verify that the rules perform the actions as predicted. 

5. Use the session list in a report
You can leverage session lists in a variety of resources including reports, active lists, active 
channels, data monitors, and as input to other rules.

For this example, use the session list in a simple report. Create a report using the session 
list you just built as the data source, and run the report. 

Rules Editor Tab Try This...

Create new rule Create another rule with the following attributes. 

 Attributes tab Name: Windows User Logoff (instead of Login)

Conditions tab Conditions are the same as in the previous rule.

Aggregation tab Aggregation is exactly the same as in the previous rule.

Actions Actions are same as in the previous rule, except use Terminate 
Session List (instead of Add to Session List). 

Rule Verification

Verify rule with rule groups From the Navigator panel, go to Rules. Right-click 
an appropriate group, and choose Run Verify 
with Rule Groups.

Rule 1 - Add to Session List: • Is the rule triggered when a Windows logon 
occurs?

• Are the values inserted into the Session List?

Rule 2 - Terminate Session List: • Is the rule triggered when a Windows logoff 
occurs?

• Is the End Time in the Session List changing 
according to the rule (that is, is it terminating 
the session for this user)?

Task Try This...

Create a new report From the Navigator panel, go to Reports. Right-click your 
user group and create a report:

• Select a report template

• Choose the Session List as the data source

Run the report • With the report open in the Reports Editor, click 
Preview to view the report results in the Console Web 
Viewer; or

• From the Navigator panel, right-click the report and 
select Run > Report.
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Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
See the following topics in the online Help for more information:

Identity Correlation

Managing Session Lists

Using Session Lists to Correlate Session Data on User Logins (Example)

Rules Authoring

Running and Managing Reports

Other Usage Scenario Examples
Here are some other common usage scenarios you can address with identity correlation 
session lists: 

Create a query that shows all the events associated with a particular user (touching a 
box owned by that user plus any box logged into from a box owned by that user 

Create a rule that flags any login initiated for a particular user while they are physically 
located elsewhere (Tom is in Berlin but appears to be logging into a London box…)

Create and populate data monitors showing moving average of attacks generated from 
machines accessing the net via VPN or moving average of events per VPN user.

Investigate with a session list showing all users logged into Box A at the time that an 
attack was initiated from Box A.

Usage Scenario 2: Identity Correlation Using Active Lists
This example covers a scenario where only users in a specialized group are 
allowed physical access to servers that contain critical data housed in a secure 
area. Access to the servers requires a badge swipe on a card reader and user 

login permissions to the servers. This scenario will find login policy violations, such as:

Cases where someone logged into a server but no badge swipe is registered. This 
could indicate policy violations such as remote logins or unauthorized server room 
entry (for example, the server room door was left open)

There is no matching badge swipe ID for a server console login (for example, a user 
stole someone’s badge to get into the server room, then logged in to the server with a 
different user ID)

This example uses a pre-populated active list that maps user identifiers from various 
sources (badge ID, user login, e-mail, phone number) to unique user IDs (UUIDs). The 
example correlates badge IDs and user logins for users who log into critical servers. The 
active list (pre-populated with a list of users and their user IDs) provides the “User Map” 
we need to derive each user’s unique ID. The UUID can then be used as a variable in a rule 
for correlating user login IDs with badge IDs. 

How to Build the Active List Scenario Example Resources
Use the following tasks as a guide to build the active list scenario.

“1. Build and Populate the Active List with User IDs” on page 22

“2. Create a Rule that Uses Active List Values to Correlate User IDs” on page 23
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1. Build and Populate the Active List with User IDs
Use the following tasks as a guideline for creating a fields-based active list populated with 

user identifiers and UUIDs. 

Task Try This...

Create a new active list From the Navigator panel, go to Lists and click the Active 
Lists tab. Right-click your user group and create an active 
list with the following attributes:

Attributes tab, Active 
List section 

• Give the active list a unique name. Try using one that 
describes what it does, such as User Map.

• Leave the Optimize Data box unchecked, and leave the 
Capacity setting at the default 10.

• Set TTL Days, Hours, and Minutes to 0. This ensures 
that the data does not time out of the list. 

Attributes Tab, Data 
section

• Select the Fields-based radio button. 

• Enter the following field names and data types:

Name: User Identifier; type: string; key field: yes

Name: UUID; type: string

Add entries There are several ways to populate an active list with 
values: 

• Import values from a database or identity management 
system

• Import values from a CSV file

• Enter the values manually

For this example, enter values manually. To support the 
example, add at least two lines for each user. Keep the 
UUID the same, but the user identifiers different to 
illustrate the mapping. For example:

User Identifier          UUID

badge0123         SamanthaStevens

samstevens        SamanthaStevens

badgeID5245       RobertJackson

rjackson          RobertJackson

Tip: To enter values in the list, click Add Entry in the 
Active List Editor. To see the values in the list as you enter 
them, view the active list entries in the Viewer panel: 
right-click the active list in the Navigator panel and select 
View Entries. 
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Here is an example of an active list pre-populated with user information.

2. Create a Rule that Uses Active List Values to Correlate User IDs
Use the following tasks as a guideline for building a rule that evaluates all server room login 
events (event name = ServerRoomConsoleLogin) and uses the active list entries to 
correlate events coming from the same user with different user IDs (such as a badge swipe 

ID and a server login ID). 

Task Try This...

Create a new rule From the Navigator panel, go to Rules. Right-click your user 
group and create a rule with the following attributes:

Attributes Tab • Give the rule a unique name that describes what it does, 
such as Server Room Login Policy Violation. 

Variables tab Click Add to define a variable that reads values from the active 
list. This variable will be used as a condition in the Conditions 
tab.

• Give the variable a name that identifies what it does, for 
example, User Map. 

• From the Function drop-down menu, select the List function 
GetActiveListValue. 

• From the List drop-down menu, select the User Map active 
list. 

• From the Field Mapping drop-down menu, select the Target 
User ID field. 

For example, if the Target User ID is a login ID of 
“samstevens”, a badge ID of “badge0123”, or an e-mail 
address of “samstevens@abc.com”, all of these will resolve 
to a unique user ID of “SamanthaStevens” in the active list 
mapping. The variable value passed to the rule to be 
evaluated in a condition would be SamanthaStevens, the 
UUID for any of those user identifiers.
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Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
These new identity correlation and session management features are documented in the 
ArcSight Console Online Help.

Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to these topics for more 
information: 

Identity Correlation

Managing Session Lists

Using Active Lists to Correlate Users (Example)

Rules Authoring

Conditions tab Build a condition that will evaluate all server room console 
logins to correlate between badge swipes and user login IDs. 
The rule will be triggered when a badge swipe does not match 
the user login ID. 

Aggregation tab Keep the default settings on the aggregation tab. 

Actions tab Set up a Send Notification action when the badge swipe and 
User ID for the server room console login do not match. 

• Set up the action On First Event

• Choose a destination group to receive the notification (such 
as SOC Operators), and enter message text, such as Server 
room breach.

Task Try This...
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Flexible Reporting Model

Reports are captured views or summaries of data that can be printed or viewed in 
the ESM Console or ArcSight Web viewer in a variety of formats. ArcSight ESM 
v4.0 introduced an expanded, modular architecture for how reports are created, 

run, and maintained. This modular approach makes it possible to easily construct more 
complex multi-element reports and trends. 

A report is made up of modular elements, each represented by its own resource:

Query

Report

Trend

Template

Archive

A report binds one or more queries with a report template. As shown in the diagram on the 
next page, a query can collect data from trends, session lists, and active lists. In addition to 
reporting on event data, reports can also summarize data from Cases, Notifications, and 
Assets. 

Business users

Reporting tools are useful to business users who rely on report output to 
make executive decisions and communicate system status to other parts of 
an organization. 

Admin users

Reporting tools are useful to admin users who rely on report output to 
understand the state of an ESM system. 

Operators

Reporting tools are useful for operators responsible for monitoring events in 
the security operations center. 

Analysts

Reporting tools are useful for analysts who use reports to investigate 
anomalies and discover potential situations using ESM correlation. 

Authors

Reporting tools are useful for authors responsible for developing reports to 
support operators and analysts in monitoring and investigating events. 
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As an option, reports can also be focused on subsets of data (focused reports). Reports 
and focused reports can be scheduled, and their output saved as archived reports. 

Figure 1-5 A report is one or more trends and/or queries bound to a report template.  
Queries can collect data from trends, active lists and session lists, and summarize data from 
events, cases, notifications, and assets. Reports can be focused on a subset of query data; 
reports and focused reports can be scheduled to run automatically.

Trends Analysis and Reporting
ArcSight ESM 4.0 introduced trend reporting, which enables tracking of a trend 
over a specified period of time, and highlights changes in risks or threats over 
time. Trend reporting improves report generation performance for regularly 

scheduled reports by tracking trends over a user-specified time and keeping the data easily 
accessible as opposed to requiring a query over the entire database.

Some examples of metrics that can be used to track popular trends:

Are the number of vulnerabilities over time on the same assets increasing or 
decreasing?

Are attacks on retail web sites highest during holiday buying season? 

Provide comparative reporting between two different time periods and two different 
parameters

Trend reporting (and partitioning) helps eliminate redundant data scans for reports 
spanning long periods of time.
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Report Templates and Designer
The report designer rolled out with ArcSight ESM v4.0 enables you to create 
customized reports for different usage scenarios or audiences, such as risk 
management and auditors. New reporting features include the ability to report on 

several data queries simultaneously using multiple charts and grids in one report. Report 
formats, layout, and overall look-and-feel can be customized to user needs.

Managed service providers can also create reports for specific customers customized to 
their desired format.

Usage Scenario for Reporting and Trends
Working through the following example will help familiarize you with all the new reporting 
and report template features. Brief descriptions of how to create example queries, trends 
and reports for a given scenario are provided here. For full details on creating these 
example resources, see the End-to-End Reporting Example in the Online Help (under 
Building Reports). 

This example describes how to build a query that shows the number of login attempts on a 
virtual private network (VPN).

Then, use the query in a trend to collect data on VPN login attempts on an hourly basis.

Next, filter the trend data by building several more focused queries on top of the trend to 
get views into slices of the data (all login attempts, successful logins, and failed logins).

Finally, you can use the data results from the queries and trends to create a report. To 
format the report, use one of the ArcSight provided templates. 

How to Build the Example Resources
Use the following tasks as a guide to build your own trend and report. 

 

You will need a set of events to properly verify the query and trend resources 
you create for this example. ArcSight ESM ships with a set of events you can 
use for testing trend reporting.

“1. Build a base query” on page 20

“2. Build a trend” on page 20

“3. Build trend-queries” on page 21

“4. Build a report” on page 21

“5. Use report templates and designer wizard” on page 22
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1. Build a base query
Create a base query that captures VPN Login Data to return a count of hourly VPN login 
attempts. 

Console Navigation
To get started, choose the Reports resource in the Navigator, and click Query tab.

Online Help
See Building Reports | Building Queries and End-to-End Reporting Example.

2. Build a trend
Create a new trend that uses the data results from the base query.

When you are finished building the trend, you can schedule and test the trend.

Console Navigation
To get started, choose the Reports resource in the Navigator, and click Trends tab.

Query Editor Tab Try This...

General: • Name: VPN Logins Outcome - Hourly 

• Query on: Event

• Use the defaults for start and end time

• Use as Timestamp: End Time

Fields: Select the following fields: 

• Category Outcome (COUNT) 

• Category Outcome

• Hour

Group by Category Outcome and Hour.

Conditions: Category Behavior = /Authentication/Verify

Category Device Group = /VPN

Target User Name Is NOT NULL

Trend Editor Tab Try This...

Attributes: • Name: VPN Logins Outcome - Hourly Trend

• Query on: Event

Enable the trend, and use the defaults for row limit and 
duration.

Data Fields: This section shows the fields the trend gets from the base query 
you created in the previous step. Change the field names to 
user-friendly aliases for the report:

• Change TimeStamp to Time

• Change COUNT(CategoryOutcome) to Number of Logins

• Change CategoryOutcome to Category Outcome

• Leave Hour as is
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Online Help
See Building Reports | Building Trends and End-to-End Reporting Example.

3. Build trend-queries
Build three queries all based on the trend, each of which capture slices of information 
about VPN login events (attempted, failed, and successful logins).

Console Navigation
To get started, choose the Reports resource in the Navigator, and click Query tab.

Online Help
See Building Reports | Building Trends and End-to-End Reporting Example.

4. Build a report
Create a report that captures the trend data.

You have several options for creating reports on these trend-queries. Please refer to the 
Online Help "End-to-End Reporting Example" for a walkthrough of creating a report for this 
example that uses the Three Charts Description Landscape template.

Console Navigation
To get started, choose the Reports resource in the Navigator, and click the Reports tab.

Online Help
See Building Reports | Creating Reports and End-to-End Reporting Example.

Trend Editor Tab Try This...

General: Name the three new trend-queries as follows:

• Login Outcome Trend Query - Attempt

• Login Outcome Trend Query - Failure

• Login Outcome Trend Query - Success

For all queries:

• Query on: Trend

• Query on Resource: VPN Logins Outcome - Hourly Trend

Fields: For all queries:

• Category Outcome (COUNT) 

• Category Outcome

• Hour

Group by Category Outcome and Hour.

Conditions: For all queries, filter on Category Outcome. Define each query 
to filter on the outcome appropriate to its name:

• For "Login Outcome Trend Query - Attempt" condition is: 
Category Outcome = /Attempt

• For "Login Outcome Trend Query - Failure" condition is: 
Category Outcome = /Failure

• For "Login Outcome Trend Query - Success" condition is: 
Category Outcome = /Success
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5. Use report templates and designer wizard
Experiment with using existing templates (as a part of working through the End-to-End 
Reporting example), and use the Template Designer to create a custom template.

Console Navigation
To get started, choose the Reports resource in the Navigator, and click the Templates tab.

Online Help
See Building Reports | Using Report Templates and End-to-End Reporting Example in the 
Console Online Help.

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to this topic for more 
information: 

What's New (scroll down to find topic on "New, More Flexible Reporting," "Trend 
Reporting," and "Report Template Designer" under Improved Features)

Building Reports, which includes subtopics on building queries, building trends, 
creating reports, running reports, and an end-to-end example)

Network Model Wizard

ArcSight ESM operates on a data model that enables you to build a 
business-oriented view of data derived from physical information systems. These 
distinctions help ESM clearly identify the events in your network, and provide 

more layers of detail to ESM's correlation capabilities. Modeling your network and the 
assets it includes is part of ESM setup and ongoing maintenance.

ArcSight ESM v4.5 introduces a Network Model wizard on the ESM Console (menu option 
Tools > Network Model). The Network Model wizard provides the ability to quickly 
populate ESM’s network model by batch loading asset, zone, and asset category 
information from comma separated values (CSV) files.

Admin Users

The Network Model Wizard is useful for Admin users responsible for 
configuring resources and modeling the network during initial ESM setup. 

Analyst Users

The Network Model Wizard may also be of interest to Analysts responsible for 
identifying and assigning business and security relevance to assets using 
asset categories. 
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The Network Model wizard is designed as a tool for first-time setup on new ESM 
installations, and for adding large chunks of new assets to an existing ESM installation. 

The following data can be imported from CSV files into an ArcSight ESM Manager as ESM 
resources:

Zones define functional parts of a network, such as a wireless LAN, an engineering 
network, a VPN or a DMZ. 

Assets represent individual nodes on the network, such as servers and routers.

Asset ranges represent sets of network nodes addressable as a contiguous block of 
IP addresses. Asset ranges are useful when you have many network nodes that would 
be impractical to track individually, or that may come and go from the network, such 
as laptops. Asset ranges should be a subset of the IP address ranges defined for 
zones.

The Network Model Wizard not only imports the asset data itself, but also enables you to 
assign asset categories to those assets and zones. Asset categories are a key tool for 
identifying the function and criticality of assets, and are leveraged by ESM’s correlation 
engine to identify situations that may require investigation or immediate action. The 
Network Model Wizard makes it easy to create and categorize many assets and zones in a 
single operation. 

Each resource type requires its own CSV file. You can import more than one type of CSV file 
in a single operation, but you can only import one file of each type during that operation. 
For example, if you only have assets to import, you can import only an assets CSV file. If 
you have a zones CSV file, an assets CSV file, and an asset ranges CSV file to import, you 
can import all three at once in a single operation using the Network Model wizard.

Batch Importing Asset Data Before ArcSight ESM v4.5

Before ArcSight ESM v4.5, the Asset Import Connector was the only means 
by which to batch load asset, zone, and asset category information into ESM 
in a single process. 

The Network Model Wizard brings that utility into the ArcSight Console, and 
enables you to easily fine tune the data type for each column during the 
import process.

The Asset Import Connector is still available, and works in parallel with the 
Network Model Wizard.
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Usage Scenario for Network Model Wizard
This Usage Scenario demonstrates how to populate the ESM network model with assets, 
asset ranges, and zones in three separate CSV files using a single operation in the Network 
Model wizard. 

Figure 1-6 Create a CSV file for each type of asset resource you want to create, then run the 
Network Model wizard to import it into the ESM Manager. 

In a production setting, you would likely run a report from a network scanner and edit the 
output to match the format required by the Network Model Wizard. 

To simplify the example for this document, however, sample data is provided for each CSV 
file, to demonstrate how the feature works. 

Use the following tasks as a guide to populate the network model with sample assets.  

1. Create CSV files
Create three CSV files using the sample data in this section. When generating CSV files for 
real network assets, work with data derived using output from a network scanner, or 
develop the files manually. Save the files to any system available on the network from the 
ESM Console system.

“1. Create CSV files” on page 7

“2. Run the network model wizard” on page 9

“3. Explore sample asset resources” on page 10
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The examples shown here define the column type for each column by including them as 
column headers in the CSV file. The column headers are shown in bold. You can also define 
the column types during the import process using the wizard. 

Task Try this...

Develop CSV File 
for zones

Develop a CSV file for zones using the following (or similar) 
sample data. 

• Zones: 

Name,Start Address,End Address,Dynamic,Category URI

DMZ Public,192.168.1.0,192.168.1.255,FALSE,/All 
Asset Categories/System/Criticality/High/

DMZ Corporate,192.168.2.0,192.168.2.255,FALSE,/All 
Asset Categories/Site Asset Categories/Business 
Impact Analysis/Network Domains/Email/

LAN Corporate,10.0.0.0,10.255.255.255,TRUE,

Develop CSV File 
for assets

Develop a CSV file for assets using the following (or similar) 
sample data. 

• Assets: 

Name,Host Name,IP Address,MAC Address,Static 
Addressing,Category URI

DMZ Corp Email Server 
1,dmz_corp_eml1,192.168.2.1,21-4D-5B-2A-3B-FF,fals
e,/All Asset Categories/Site Asset 
Categories/Business Impact Analysis/Network 
Domains/Email/

DMZ Corp Email Server 
2,dmz_corp_eml2,192.168.5.50,21-4D-5B-A1-B1-C1,Fal
se,/All Asset Categories/System Asset Categories/ 
Criticality/High

Develop CSV File 
for asset ranges

Develop a CSV file for asset ranges using the following (or 
similar) sample data. 

• Asset Ranges:

Name,Start Address,End Address,Category URI

DMZ Corp HR,192.168.2.11,192.168.2.20,/All Asset 
Categories/Site Asset Categories/Business Impact 
Analysis/Data Role/HR Data/

Operations,192.168.5.00,192.168.5.50,/All Asset 
Categories/Site Asset Categories/Business Impact 
Analysis/Data Role/Operations/

Including Asset Categories

Although including one or more asset categories is not required for the wizard 
to work, adding categories to your assets makes them accessible to the 
custom and standard content that uses asset categories as a business 
differentiator during run-time evaluation. 
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2. Run the Network Model Wizard
Run the network model wizard to import the sample CSV files to the ESM Manager. 

Console Navigation
Launch the network model wizard from the menu option Tools > Network Model, or find 

the Network Model Wizard icon ( ) in the upper right-hand corner of the UI.

Online Help
See Modeling Your Network and Managing Assets in the topic Managing Resources (for 
Administrators).

Task Try this...

Import the CSV 
files to the ESM 
Manager using the 
Network Model 
wizard 

Follow the directions in the Network Model wizard to import the 
sample CSV files you created.

Tips:

• If you did not include the header row in the CSV file, be sure 
to select the correct column type in the header row. 

• When the files are uploaded, the system creates a package 
in which the asset resources will be added to the Manager. 

• Keep the default package name (named by the date and 
time the package was created), or enter a unique name for 
the package. 

• Install the package when prompted. 

Verify that package 
contents were 
added

See the new resources in the package you imported in the 
Navigator panel Packages view. The installed package icon is 
blue and shows the new assets, asset ranges, and zones 
created from the CSV values. 
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3. Explore sample asset resources
View the resources you just created. 

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
The Network Model wizard is documented in the ArcSight Console Online Help.

Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to these topics for more 
information: 

Managing Resources (for Administrators)

Modeling Your Network and Managing Assets

Populating the Network Model Using the Wizard

Packages

The Packages feature rolled out with ArcSight ESM v4.0 is an ArcSight resource 
that acts as a portable container to group resources or content (rules, filters, data 
monitors, reports, and so on).

Packages are useful for transporting resources between different ArcSight Managers (for 
sharing custom or packaged solutions, or staging and testing an environment on one 
system, then moving it to another).

Packages can be used to transport content for a set of coordinated resources, and manage 
dependencies among resources and other packages related to that set of resources. A 
package of resources can be imported and installed as a unit, and uninstalled and exported 
as a unit.

Task Try this...

Find the resources 
in the Assets tab

Find added assets in the Site assets folder under each resource 
type in the Navigator panel

• Assets and asset ranges: Assets | Assets tab, /All 
Assets/Site Assets

• Zones: Assets | Zones tab, /All Zones/Site Zones

Find assets in 
resource editor 
lists

Build a filter and use the assets in a filter condition. 

Tips:

• Add assets to a condition statement by clicking Assets in the 
Common Conditions Editor

• The new assets can also be used in conditions expressed for 
rules, reports, data monitors, and channels. 

Admin Users

Packages are useful for Admin users responsible for managing resources 
among multiple Managers.

Author Users

The Network Model Wizard may also be of interest to Analysts responsible for 
identifying and assigning business and security relevance to assets using 
asset categories. 
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ArcSight standard content and add-on solutions are also delivered as packages. 

User-Created Custom Packages
You can create packages that contain logically related resources for the purposes of saving, 
transporting, sharing, and testing your custom solutions in different environments or on 
different Managers.

Example Usage Scenario
Package the reporting resources you created based on the Reporting example in the 
previous topic. (See “Usage Scenario for Reporting and Trends” on page 19.)

How to Create, Import, and Export the Example Packages
Use the tasks below as a guideline to create, import, and export packages.

1. Create and export a package
Create and export a custom package. For example, after working through the Reporting 
example in “Usage Scenario for Reporting and Trends” on page 19, you can package up 
your VPN logins solution. Create the package based on the VPN Logins Report resource, 
and the queries and trends upon which it depends. 

Console Navigation

Start by choosing a resource for which you want to create a package (for example 
Reports), and click the Packages tab.

Online Help

See Managing Packages.

2. Import and install a custom package
Import the resource bundle (.arb file) you exported in the previous step, and install the 
package. Start by choosing a resource for which you want to import a package (for 
example Reports), and click the Packages tab.

“1. Create and export a package” on page 23

“2. Import and install a custom package” on page 23

Package Editor Tab Try This...

Attributes: Name the package and accept the defaults for the other 
fields.

Resources: Click Add and select a set of resources to include in the 
package. 

Export the package From the Navigator panel, right-click the package and 
export it to a package bundle (with a .arb extension, for 
ArcSight bundle). Save the bundle on your local system so 
that you can import it later.

Once you have exported and saved the package bundle locally, you can also 
uninstall the package and delete the resources that you packaged up so that 
you can test a clean import and install of the package in the next step.
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Standard Content Packages
ArcSight ESM comes with packages already installed that contain 
resources designed to get you started using ESM to monitor and protect 
your network out of the box. Standard content packages that are core to 
the basic function of ESM event monitoring and correlation are 

automatically installed as a part of ArcSight ESM. The Standard Content packages provided 
with ArcSight ESM are:

ArcSight Administration

Configuration Monitoring

Intrusion Monitoring

Network Monitoring

Workflow

Usage Scenario for Exploring Standard Content
Each of the standard content packages provides event and status monitoring and reporting 
with the supporting correlation resources that provide views into network activity ranging 
from executive overview to technically detailed. 

Use the following examples to explore the ArcSight standard content. 

1. Explore live events using standard active lists and dashboards

“1. Explore live events using standard active lists and dashboards” on page 37

“2. Explore executive-level and detail-level standard reports” on page 38

Task Try This...

Explore live event channels View two active channels that show all events 
coming through the Manager. Double-click these 
two active channels to display them in the Viewer 
panel. 

• /All Active Channels/ArcSight 
System/System Events Last Hour. This 
channel shows events generated by ESM as 
part of system operation, such as when a a 
new device is detected, or when a value is 
added to an active list as the result of a rule 
action.

• /All Active Channels/ArcSight 
System/All Events/Last 5 Minutes. This 
active channel shows all events being 
processed by ESM in the past 5 minutes, 
including raw events from devices, correlation 
events triggered by rule conditions being met, 
and system events that are part of ESM 
operation and system health. 
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2. Explore executive-level and detail-level standard reports

Explore dashboards Explore two ArcSight Administration dashboards. 
Double-click these two dashboards to display them 
in the Viewer panel. 

• /All Dashboards/ArcSight 
Administration/ESM/System Health/ESM 
System Information. View the details of your 
ESM Manager, such as host information, 
available memory, operating system, system 
start time, and user session information.

• /All Dashboards/ArcSight 
Administration/ESM/System 
Health/Events/Latest Events By Priority. 
See a summary of events sorted by priority 
and threat level. 

Task Try This...

Explore an executive summary 
report

Run a report from the Intrusion Monitoring 
foundation that provides an executive summary of 
the activity on your network. 

• Go to All Reports/ArcSight 
Foundation/Intrusion 
Monitoring/Executive summaries

• Right-click the report Security Intelligence 
Status Report and select Run > Report 
with Defaults. 

• When the report results are displayed in the 
Viewer panel, see how many events arrived 
over the past 24 hours with a severity rating of 
High and Very High; see the top events, the 
top targets, the top firing rules; the number of 
cases added, notifications sent, and assets 
compromised. 

Explore a detailed report Run a report form the Intrusion Monitoring 
foundation that provides a detail-level view into 
event activity. 

• Go to All Reports/ArcSight 
Foundation/Intrusion 
Monitoring/Detail/Attack Monitoring

• Right-click the report Alert Counts by 
Severity and select Run > Report with 
Defaults. 

• When the report results are displayed in the 
Viewer panel, explore the resulting chart and 
table to see the total count of IDS and IPS 
alerts by severity (agent severity). The chart 
shows the count of alerts by severity, and the 
table shows the count of alerts by severity, 
device vendor, and device product.

Task Try This...
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Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
For information about working with packages, choose Help | Help Contents from 
the Console menu, and refer to the Managing Packages topic, which includes subtopics 
on Creating packages, importing bundles, exporting packages, and installing or 
uninstalling packages.

For information about ArcSight Standard Content packages and resources, see the 
topic Standard Content in the online Help, and the chapter on "ArcSight Resources and 
Standard Content" in ArcSight ESM 101 and the ArcSight ESM Standard Content Guide. 

ESM Use Cases

Use cases are a new way to view, configure, and transport specially developed 
sets of related ArcSight ESM resources that address specific security issues and 
business requirements. Use cases are currently available for ArcSight-created 

content only.

Once installed, use cases are presented in a new tab in the Navigator panel. When you 
open a use case, the viewer panel displays all the different types of resources that make up 
that use case and the types of devices whose events they operate on in a single view. This 
makes it easy to see what resources are related to others. 

For example, the ArcSight standard content usage scenario Internal Reconnaissance is 
made up of two active lists, two data monitors, three filters, an asset category, two rules, 
and a dashboard to monitor internal reconnaissance activity by users and machines. In the 
Use Cases view, all these resources are displayed and accessible for editing from a single 
panel. 

Use cases are delivered by ArcSight in packages (ArcSight Resource Bundles [.arb]) ready 
to be installed from the new Jumpstart directory. The Jumpstart directory delivers 

Experiment with running a 
report using custom parameters

You can run a report using specific parameters 
instead of the default report parameters. 

• To to the same report you ran in the previous 
example: All Reports/ArcSight 
Foundation/Intrusion 
Monitoring/Detail/Attack Monitoring

• Right-click the report Alert Counts by 
Severity and select Run > Report...

• In the Report Parameters dialog box, select the 
FilterBy value and choose the filter All 
Filters/ArcSight System/Event 
Types/Non-Categorized Events. Click OK. 

• Compare how the results differ from the 
results you got when running the report using 
the default values. 

Admin Users

Use cases are helpful for Admin users responsible for configuring resources 
and managing packages. 

Task Try This...
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ArcSight start-up content designed to streamline the process of getting your ESM 
environment customized and online analyzing events quickly. 

Configuring Use Cases 
For resources that require configuration with values specific to your operating environment, 
the Use Cases feature provides a Use Case configuration wizard to configure them in a 
simple, centralized operation. The Use Case configuration wizard works on individual use 
cases and Master use cases. 

Master Use Cases
For scenarios that call for multiple related use cases, any common resources shared by a 
group of related use cases can be managed by a Master use case. A Master use case is 
simply another use case that contains resources shared by other related use cases. Master 
use cases help centralize any configuration required to tailor the use case to your operating 
environment. 

When a Master Use Case is present, the Use Case configuration wizard for the Master use 
case is automatically launched when the ARB containing the group of related use cases is 
installed. The individual use cases that are part of that group all reference the 
configurations set in the Master Use Case. 

Figure 1-7 How Master Use Cases Serve A Group of Related Use Cases. a jumpstart ARB 
may contain several related use cases. Common resources that serve all the use cases are 
contained in a Master use case. Running the use case configuration wizard on any use case 
will configure that single use case as well as the master use case resources, if they are not 
already configured. 

Identifying a Master use case in a resource tree. Master use cases look 
the same as regular use cases in the resource tree. The Master use case is 
the only one whose title contains the word Master.
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Usage Scenario for Use Cases
This example highlights how to install and navigate the content in Perimeter Monitoring, a 
group of use cases provided in a package (ARB) by ArcSight as part of ArcSight ESM v4.5. 

The Perimeter Monitoring package contains a series of related use cases that address the 
following scenarios. 

Blocked Source Addresses. This use case identifies the top blocked internal and 
external IP addresses.

Contractor After Hour VPN login monitoring. The resources in this use case are 
used to monitor, notify and report on after-hours VPN log-in activity by contractors.

Executive Metrics. This use case provides overview reports displaying the trends in 
violations as identified by the configured Perimeter Monitoring use cases. The 
configuration wizard enables you to set the schedule for the daily, weekly, monthly, 
and yearly reports to run and to whom the reports should be sent. 

Firewall Top Talkers. This use case monitors traffic crossing firewalls. The 
configuration wizard enables you to set which zones are considered internal, and to 
set the destination and schedule for the daily inbound and outbound traffic reports.

High-Value User Failed VPN Attempts. This use case monitors, notifies and 
reports on VPN logon activity by high value users, such as executives and remote 
employees. 

Master Perimeter Monitoring. This use case configures resources that are common 
to several use cases in the Perimeter group. The configuration wizard enables you to 
set which zones are considered internal, and to whom notification e-mails should be 
sent and how often. 

Outbound Use of Clear Text Protocol. This use case monitors, alerts and reports 
on the use of clear-text protocols, such as SNMP, FTP, TFTP, and Telnet, from internal 
sources to external entities.

P2P Detection. This use case identifies, alerts and reports on sources that participate 
in peer-to-peer networks. The configuration wizard enables you to set when tracked 
sources should age out of the list. 

Unauthorized External Communication for Standard Services. This use case 
monitors, notifies and reports on unauthorized external communication for standard 
services, such as SMTP, POP3, DNS and NTP. 

How to Work with the Example Resources
Use the following steps as a guideline to try out the Use Cases feature. 

“1. Install the Perimeter Monitoring jumpstart package” on page 42

“2. Run the Use Case wizard on the Master Use Case” on page 43

“3. View the resources from the Use Case view and the Package view” on page 44
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1. Install the Perimeter Monitoring jumpstart package
Install the Perimeter Monitoring jumpstart package and complete the Master Use Case 
wizard. Install the Perimeter Monitoring jumpstart package. 

Task Try this...

Explore the example Use 
Cases provided with the 
ESM Console

The following use case packages (ARBs) are provided 
with the ESM Console installation in the 
ARCSIGHT_HOME/current/jumpstart directory.

• ArcSight-JumpStart-for-PCI.1.0.5787.arb - 
resources that can help determine when user 
accounts become inactive on PCI-regulated 
systems, part of a larger program for complying 
with Payment Card Industry regulations.

• ArcSight-JumpStart-for-Perimeter-Monitoring.1
.0.5788.arb - resources that address activity 
coming into and going out of the network, such as 
VPN logins, outbound protocols, top firewall 
activity, blocked addresses, and P2P tracking. 

• ArcSight-JumpStart-for-SOX.1.0.5789.arb - 
resources that address example accounting 
oversight use cases, part of a larger program for 
complying with the Sarbanes-Oxley act. 

• ArcSight-JumpStart-for-User-Monitoring.1.0.57
90.arb - resources that address general use cases 
relating to network user activity.

Import and install the 
Perimeter Monitoring Use 
Case package ARB 

From the Packages tab in the Navigator panel of the 
ArcSight Console, import the 
ArcSight-JumpStart-for-Perimeter-Monitoring.1.
0.5788.arb from the 
ARCSIGHT_HOME/current/jumpstart directory.

• When the package is successfully imported, install 
the package. In the Packages view, navigate to All 
Packages/JumpStart/ArcSight. Right-click the 
ArcSight JumpStart for Perimeter Monitoring 
package and select Install Package. In the Install 
Packages dialog box, click OK to install the selected 
package. 

• When the package is successfully installed, the 
Installing Packages dialog box will display a 
summary verifying the number of resources that 
were added. 

• The Use Case Configuration wizard for the Master 
use case is launched automatically. Click OK to 
close the package import and installation 
summaries, and proceed with step 2.
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2. Run the Use Case wizard on the Master Use Case
Run the Use Case wizard on the Master use case to configure the resources with values 

specific to your environment.

Task Try this...

Complete the Use Case 
wizard for the Master use 
case. 

The Use Case wizard for the Master use case is 
automatically launched when the use case resources 
are installed during the import/install process. 

• Although the device checkboxes do not verify that 
you are receiving feeds from these types of 
devices, you must select at least one device type to 
confirm that you have events that will trigger the 
use case content. 

• Add your internal zones from the list of existing 
zones configured on ESM, and keep or delete the 
default internal address spaces.

• Specify an e-mail address for the use case to send 
notifications. Try using your own e-mail address. 
You can change it later by running the Use Case 
Wizard for the Master use case again. 

• Set the time interval at which notifications should 
be sent if a situation is not resolved. Default is 1 
day (24 hours after the first notification was sent). 

• When you click Next, the configurations you set 
are saved, and the rules in the Master use case are 
enabled. 

• When prompted, elect to open the use case in the 
viewer panel to see an overview of the use case 
resources. Click Finish to close the Use Case 
Wizard. 

• In the Viewer panel, view the Perimeter Monitoring 
use case. As an option, you can click the Graph 
View tab to see how the resources are related. 
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3. View the resources from the Use Case view and the Package 
view

View the resources associated with each use case in the Navigator panel from the Use Case 
view and the Package view. The example below shows the use cases installed with the 
Perimeter Monitoring package in the Use Cases tab. 

Complete the Use Case 
wizard for the remaining 
use cases. 

Run the configuration wizard for each use case.Try 
each of the three ways you can access the use case 
wizard: 

• Open the use case in the Viewer panel and click 
Configure Use Case.

• Right-click the use case in the Navigator panel and 
select Configure Use Case.  
TIP: When configuring all the use cases, use this 
method to save a few mouse clicks. 

• In the ESM menu bar, go to Tools > Use Case. 
Select a use case and click Next. 

In addition to setting environment specific values and 
scheduling any reports, running the use case wizard 
activates any rules and enables any data monitors 
associated with that use case. 

To get rules operating on events coming in to ESM, 
copy them to the Real-Time Rules folder.

Enable Perimeter Monitoring 
data monitors and Review 
dashboard

To see an example of the Perimeter Monitoring use 
case in action, open the Perimeter Monitoring 
dashboard. 

• Go to the Resources view in the Navigator panel, 
select Dashboards, and navigate to All 
Dashboards/Jumpstart/ArcSight/Perimeter 
Monitoring/Executive Metrics. 

Task Try this...
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In addition to seeing the details of each use case in the Viewer panel when the Use Case is 
opened, the Packages tab gives you another way to view all the resources contained in a 
Use Case. The example below shows the Use Cases installed with the Perimeter Monitoring 
package from the Packages view. 

Where to Find Documentation and Online Help
Use cases are documented in the ArcSight Console Online Help.

Choose Help | Help Contents from the Console menu, and refer to these topics for more 
information: 

Use Cases

Installing Use Cases

Configuring Use Cases
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